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Abstract 
Gully regions of Loess Plateau, as one of the earliest human settlement areas and one of the most fragile ecological areas in 
China, are facing challenge for future development. As the smallest social units on the Loess Plateau, gully villages own large
amount of agricultural population. However, due to the unreasonable developing planning and the loss of developing directions, 
gully villages are gradually disappeared. Based on the practical investigation of Gansu and Shaanxi areas in China, this paper 
analyzes practical contradictions of gully villages. It proposes that villages with fragile ecological environment should be 
relocated to loess tableland, it is necessary to continue spatial layout of traditional villages, to recover vegetation on hills and to 
construct self-renewable development system through industry readjustment. 
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1. Research background 
1.1. An overview of villages in gully regions of Loess Plateau 
 The Loess Plateau is located in the west of China, which is covered with 30mˉ300m calcareous yellow soil, 
about 530 thousand square kilometers, accounting for 1/l8 of total Chinese territory (Tianzeng Zhang, 1993). The 
administrative areas of gully regions of Loess Plateau totally include 6 cities, 18 counties, a population of about 4.3 
million, a total area of about 14.8 thousand square kilometers show as Fig. 1, which is also one of the earliest human 
settlement areas and one of the most fragile ecological areas in China (Xiangming Cao & Ruoqi Zhou, 2008).  
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Due to the different influence factors, in this region, gullies and terrains are complex. Tableland, slope, ditch 
form the basic terrain features. Generally, on the Loess Plateau, economy is relatively backward, living conditions 
are not good and the construction of infrastructure is not enough. What’s more, living and ecological environment 
there is fragile, all of which cause lower population density than other areas in the southeast of China. 
Fig. 1. The scale of the Loess Plateau and gully regions. 
Villages’ distribution in this region is dispersed and owns obvious local characteristics, mainly distributed in 
tableland, ditch, slope and gully. Fig. 2 shows the mainly village types, including tableland village, slope village and 
gully village. 
Fig. 2. Types of gully villages in gully regions of Loess Plateau. 
As the smallest social units on the Loess Plateau, gully villages usually located at the bottom of gully regions. The 
necessary condition for this distribution is sufficient open gap, so as to ensure the development of villages. Villages 
are often adjacent to gully-type perennial rivers and gully bottom is usually wide "U" shape. These villages are 
widely distributed in the Loess Plateau. The number of existing villages accounted for 30% to 40% of villages Fig. 3. 
Fig. 3. Gully villages in gully regions of Loess Plateau. 
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On the one hand, these villages own long history, reflect the harmonious relationship between human and the 
nature and also contain deep regional culture and humanistic thought. But on the other hand, the harsh natural 
conditions, the single and backward production mode have seriously hindered the economic development of this 
area.
2. Classification of gully villages’ distribution 
Gully villages are located in the gully region of third level tributary, with ridges and plateau surface as boundary 
line. The third level tributary gully is usually made up by main gullies with rivers and branch gullies without rivers, 
which are also the smallest living units in the Loess Plateau. The main transportation is relying on river and road net. 
Gully villages are usually located in the third level tributary gullies.  
According to the different locations of these gully villages, they can be divided into two kinds: villages locate in 
main gullies and villages in branch gullies Fig. 4. 
Fig. 4. Two kinds of gully villages. 
2.1. Villages located in main gullies 
Located in the main gullies of the third level tributary, these gully villages own broad land and near to water 
sources and main roads. Thus the village scale is larger than those located in gully branches, and the population 
density is much higher. Fig.5 and Fig. 6 show a typical main gully village, the name of that is Zhang Jia He village 
in Changwu County. There are 135 families, 516 people, 1535 mu cultivated land, and the annual per-capita income 
is about 5000 RMB (816 USD). 
Fig. 5. (a) Land distribution of Zhang Jia He Village; (b) Location of Zhang Jia He Village. 
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Fig. 6. Panorama of Zhang Jia He Village. 
In addition, even in the same third level tributary gully, the distributions of gully villages are still different from 
each other. If the villages of branch gullies are closed to the gullies junction or plateau surface, the developing 
situation will be influenced greatly (Lei Wang, 2005). Cities and towns with larger population and sources are 
usually distributed in the junction of gullies or plateau surface. For those villages that located in the junction of 
gullies, near plateau surface, they own better developing conditions than other villages. Generally, the most and 
largest scale villages are located in the junction of branch gullies for the broad land. 
2.2. Villages located in branch gullies 
Limited by landscape, villages located in branch gullies of the third level tributary, are in the form of a closed 
space, which makes them an independent, quiet and harmonious neighborhood living unit in Loess Plateau. The 
scale of these villages is small and the population there is small. Fig.7 and Fig.8 show a typical branch gully village, 
the name of that is Wu Jia Shan village. There are 68 families, 258 people, 464 mu cultivated land, no primary 
school and clinic, infrastructure is poor, and the annual per-capita income is less 2000RMB (327 USD). 
Fig. 7. Location of Wu Jia Shan Village 
Fig. 8. Panorama of Wu Jia Shan Village.  
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3. The contradictions and problems in the development of gully village in the Loess Plateau 
3.1. The severe situation of natural sources and ecological environment 
Loess plateau is one of the most fragile ecological environment regions with lots of ecological problems, such as 
drought and water shortage, sparse vegetation, and soil and water loss (Lei Zhen Dong, 2009). Due to the existence 
demand, woods cut for houses construction, reclamation of cultivated land, the development of villages and towns, 
human activities have aggravated soil erosion. 
During the new socialist rural construction in the past decades, the plateau-developing mode is widely used in the 
gully region, which causes severe contradiction between the disorder expansion and fragile ecological system. At 
present situation, due to the construction and other reasons, amount of trees are cut, the vegetation is severely 
destroyed, and excessive farming and grazing also causes severe negative impacts on the nature Fig.9. 
Fig. 9. The present situation of deteriorating ecological environment of Mao Si Village   
3.2.  Moving to the tableland causes the disappearance of traditional local characteristics 
Due to the limitation of landscape and climate, cave dwellings are the main form of the gully village in the Loess 
Plateau, which owns local characteristics and ecological suitability. However, the rural economy develops rapidly 
and the trend of villagers build their house by themselves is heated up. There are more and more gully villagers 
moving to tableland to live, thus more and more original gully villages’ natural landscape and local characteristics 
are disappearing now. Only in Qing Yang city, there are more than 120 thousand of gully villagers moved into 
tableland in the past 21 year from 1991 to 2012, which caused large amount of cave dwellings are abandoned  and 
those long history gully villages are gradually destroyed, the historic content cannot be inherited Fig.10. 
Fig. 10. Abandoned houses in Wang Dong Village of Chang Wu County  
3.3. Large number of hollow villages 
As the implementation of household contract responsibility system and the agricultural mechanization continues to 
be strengthened, large number of surplus labor in rural areas appears. At the same time, large number of rural 
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population work in cities, which causes the phenomenon of people are separated from their houses, thus lots of 
houses are perennial idle and useless, and large number of "hollow village" appears and then seriously reduce the 
usage rate of cultivated land Fig.11. 
Fig. 11. The hollow village in Qing Yang County 
3.4. The cultivated land reduces, the contradiction between people and land have become increasingly prominent 
With the continuous expansion of rural housing land, cultivated land is gradually reduced, and the contradiction 
between people and land becomes increasingly prominent. The unreasonable land planning system is also one of 
reasons that make the situation more serious. During our field investigation in Qian Yang County of Shaannxi 
province, it is found that lots of unsuitable public squares Fig.12 and government office buildings Fig.13 are built 
there and take large area of cultivated land, but the aim of that is just for the local government to show their 
achievement. Due to unreasonable roads planning, large of cultivated land is waste. 
Fig. 12 Large area public square in Li Jia Zhuang Village of Qian Yang County 
Fig. 13. Government office buildings in Zhao Yang Village of Qian Yang County 
3.5. The management of village construction is chaotic 
Due to the shortage of necessary planning and management in rural construction, the gully village area has already 
been lag far from other areas. What is more, there are lots of problems, such as many villages are layout scattered, 
lands are taken unplanned, roads net are shortage of reasonable planning, the chaotic traffic system and so on. 
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In order to connect all villages, the local government constructs roads blindly without reasonable and symmetrical 
planning at the expense of people’s interest, which makes people moving out their original living area Fig.14. It 
seems that, such kind of action increase the local GDP, but people’s interests are scarified that cannot improve 
people’s living standards. What is more, lots of roads are built blindly and abandoned after completed. 
Fig. 14. The viaduct bridge takes large area of cultivated land in Yang Po Village of Qian Yang County  
3.6. Village infrastructure is backward, which cannot  satisfied modern life 
With the improvement of people’s living standard, residents who living the gully region of the Loess Plateau own 
more requirements for their life. However the original cave dwellings cannot meet their requirements due to the 
backward infrastructure, such as communication, water supply, power supply, heating and so on. There are also 
other environmental problems, for example: improper waste disposal is very serious. 
However, comparing with the original cave dwellings, there are also lots of problems for the new built village, 
such as single house type, unrepeatable function design and most of houses are in built by poor technology and in 
poor quality Fig.15. 
Fig. 15. (a) Backward infrastructure; (b) Villagers in poverty. 
4. The analysis of development strategies in gully villages 
4.1. Villages with fragile ecological environment gradually moved to the tableland 
"Gully region of Loess Plateau is one of the most vulnerable areas of China's ecological system, there are many 
ecological environment problems, such as the terrain is broken, the water shortage, sparse vegetation, soil erosion 
and so on" (Pei Zhang & Fangxin Cheng, 2011). Due to the need of human survival, "Cutting trees, housing 
construction, land reclamation, the human villages and towns' construction activities aggravated soil erosion" (Chen 
Longyu, Ruoqi Zhou, & Dongyan Li, 2010), this makes the contradiction between man and the nature become more 
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prominent. Thus the safety is the most important issues in the residential environment construction, especially to the 
gully villages, which under the threat of landslides. At present, in the gully region of Loess Plateau, "Population 
transfer from hilly areas to tablelands" is a strategy to improve residential environment, which is also a kind of space 
distribution form in the process of local urbanization.  It refers to the change of living location as remark, the 
dynamic process of population moving from gulley and slope areas to cities and counties (Hanxue Yu, Ruoqi Zhou, 
& Linan Liu, 2006). 
  Certainly, not all the gully village needs to move, because village's move means resources input and the 
destruction of the original ecological structure, which is not conducive to the sustainable development of ecological 
environment. So villages with good ecological environment cannot simply adopt this "Grand Centralization" way to 
relocation. When the ancestors of residents chose residential address, they usually considered fronting water, hills on 
the back, a sunny exposure and other natural characteristics, which represents a kind of living pattern, and owns a 
unique culture, also is the important carrier of memories of local society development. 
Currently, although the human settlements of most gully villages are in poor traffic conditions, economic 
backwardness, and many other problems, these traditional villages contain a large amount of materials and 
information resources. Therefore, maximizing the resource saving, energy saving, environmental protection, 
realizing the harmony of man and the nature to the sustainable development will plays an important role in the 
sustainable development of gully villages. 
  Therefore, we need to evaluate the geological disasters in the gully region of Loess Plateau, and relocate the gully 
villages that are in the threat of geological disasters. "At present, there are three ways of migration in the gully 
region: First, spontaneous migration in the family as a unit; second, organized migration in the neighborhood; third, 
integral migration of natural village as a unit" (Zhendong Lei, 2009). At the same time, the relocation of the villages 
should take into account the ecological balance of the new environment and the problem of villagers nearby farming. 
The villages cannot be simply combined and superimposed. 
4.2. Restoration of the natural vegetation in relocation area 
Forest cover in Shaanxi was very high in history, which is suitable for human habitation. However, as time went 
on, the forest gradually decreased, which seriously affected the quality of the living environment. In Changwu, some 
of the traditional cave dwelling has been abandoned; on the roof of it is the people's land reclamation Fig.16. It will 
take quite a long time to recover the natural ecosystem. In the long run, after the relocation of the village, it should 
restore the vegetation types, reduce the adverse effects of human activities on the ecological environment, and form 
a virtuous cycle of natural ecosystems.  
Fig. 16. Terrace on the roof of the cave dwelling in Changwu County 
4.3. Continuation the spatial layout features of traditional villages 
During the developing process, influenced by the natural geographical conditions, and folk customs, gully villages 
formed their geographical features. People use limited flat ground to build houses, the main form of traditional 
residential buildings are cave-dwellings and immature soil houses, which lived by local residents are fully combined 
with the topography of the gully region and use the local cheap and environmental protecting building materials 
Fig.17. 
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Fig. 17. (a) The cave-dwelling in Machang Village; (b) Immature soil houses in Machang Village 
However, during the construction of new socialist rural areas, more and more villages completely neglect the 
spatial characteristics of their original villages. Instead, to pursue the convenience of construction and operation, 
they take the extensive mode of construction, which completely abandoned the original residential courtyard, and 
use the modern high energy consumption, high pollution building materials. The layout of the new resettlement 
areas in some villages is simple as the same barracks Fig.18. Construction in such a new way seemingly improves 
village appearance, in fact causes a lot of resources and energy consumption, takes up a lot of land, and destroys the 
natural ecological environment. 
Fig. 18. (a) New residential layout of Chaoyang Village in Qianyang County; (b) The appearance of new residential area 
The arrangement of residential areas in the traditional villages along the street orderly retreat, there is more 
concave space, which can not only enrich the street landscape, more important is that it can provide a 
communication place for the villagers. Such kind of space distribution can increase the chance of meeting, thus 
people tend to stay and have a chat there. However, for the neat and uniform roads, which cannot attract people to 
stay, the function of that is only for walking without any humanity Fig.19.   
Fig. 19. (a) Land distribution of Zhang Jia He Village in Changwu County; (b) The spatial distribution inside the village 
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In addition, the layout of village is not just simple planning information, because in villages, the clan and family 
ties are associated with the spatial layout of the village. Generally speaking, with the increase of the population, 
people need to carry on the division and reorganization of the courtyard, which also reflects their relationship. 
4.4. Establish self renewal development system by industrial adjustment 
Economic condition is an important factor that influences the development of the village. Through the survey, it is 
found that the main economic source in the gully region of Loess Plateau is agriculture. In gully village, in addition 
to the houses and farmland, the tertiary industry accounted for only a small proportion, which not only caused 
inconvenience to people's lives, but also the potential promote the local economy is very limited. And because the 
arable land resources are limited, the land is not rich, the output is not high in the most of gully villages, if only rely 
on agriculture; it is difficult to improve the backward state of the economy.  
Gully Villages in the gully region of Loess Plateau should seize the historical opportunity of the western 
development and the construction of the new countryside, combining ecological construction with adjustment of 
agricultural industry, moderate development of secondary and tertiary industry, as increasing the development of 
fruit planting and animal husbandry, as improving regional ecological environment, improving the living standards 
of local residents. They also can learn from some successful villages development experience, for example, the 
village with good traffic conditions can develop rural eco-tourism industry, and promote the development of the 
transportation industry, the food product processing industry and the retail industry. 
5. Conclusion 
The gully village in gully region of Loess Plateau on the one hand has a long history, which reflects the 
harmonious relationship between man and the nature, and contains a profound regional culture and humanistic 
thought. On the other hand, the harsh natural environmental conditions and the single, backward production mode 
seriously hinders the development of economy, and makes the residential environmental construction in villages 
developed slowly for a long time.  
Based on the field investigation and literature review, this paper analyses the characteristics and the present 
developing situation of gully villages in Loess Plateau, at the same time indicates the main problems and crisis 
which they are facing during the ecological sustainable development. Furthermore, it proposes the sustainable 
development methods for gully villages, so it can give references and bases for better ecological construction, soil 
and water conservation, and historical and cultural inheritance in the gully region of Loess Plateau. 
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